Quick Reference Guide: Beck-Online German Law Database

Access

Beck-Online is available to users with HUID credentials. To access it, visit http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/013334606/catalog.

Homepage Navigation

Modules by Legal Subject
- Civil Law
- Commercial Law
- Civil Procedure
- Labor and Social Security Law
- Public Law
- Criminal and Traffic Law
- Tax Law
- International Law

Books

Journals

Case Law

Norms (Statutes and Regulations)

Forms

Legal Practice Aids

Searching

Enter a term in the box labeled Suche at the top of the screen. A list of matching sources will appear in the drop-down menu as you type. Select the closest match to what you want to search for.

If you want a particular commentary and know the last name of its author(s), enter the name(s) in the search box to navigate to it quickly.

Use the detailed search to search by publication, area of law, date, and citation.
SCREEN LAYOUT

The picture below show the screen of a section of a statutory commentary. All content screens in Beck-Online feature the same basic layout: **table of contents** on the left, **main text** in the center, **citing references** on the right.

![Screenshot of Beck-Online screen layout](image)

**Screen Layout**

The picture below show the screen of a section of a statutory commentary. All content screens in Beck-Online feature the same basic layout: **table of contents** on the left, **main text** in the center, **citing references** on the right.

**Table of Contents**

Statutory text is in bold.

Links to separate screens with commentary related to statutory text are below.

**Citing References**

---

**GETTING HELP**

For help using Beck-Online, contact **FCIL Librarian Jennifer Allison (jallison@law.harvard.edu)**.
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